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Objective: To presents a survey investigating differences between drivers’ beliefs regarding utilizing cellphone
when driving.
Methods: In this population-based survey, the participants who were studied in the North of Iran, Gorgan,
were categorized as main urban and rural areas. A sample of 400 drivers, 92 women and 308 men, filled out
the four sections questionnaire which was based on the Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB) used for measuring
the differences between the drivers’ opinions (attitudinal beliefs, normative beliefs, and perceived control
behavioral beliefs) about utilizing a cell phone when driving along with their age and driving purpose. Data
were collected by distributing the 68- query questionnaire between the drivers.
Results: The MANOVA analysis showed that important discrepancies were found between the normative,
control and behavioral beliefs of cellular phone users while driving. As expected, frequent business and
younger users with sturdy intention expressed more benefits of further concentration on family members and
fewer obstacles that would prevent them from utilizing cellphone when driving than older and frequently
personal users.
Conclusion: These results indicated that the benefits of utilizing cellphone while driving are greater than its
dangers. To reduce cellphone utilization when driving and increase road safety, more effort is required to lower
the perceived advantages of the behavior and to outstand the risks of this hazardous driving act.
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Introduction

C

ellular phone production will likely increase
significantly from 450 million per year in 2011
to 5 billion per year in 2019 [1] among more than fifty
percent of the world population in several countries
[2, 3]. Since last decade, cellphones have achieved
wide admission in most developed countries, as
they have supplied a comparatively reasonable and
economical solution for today’s communication
issues. This tool provides an opportunity for using
time more effectively while sitting in the automobile
and planning and coordinating for work. However,
it seems uncertain that such a complicated task as
driving can be perform sufficiently well at the same
moment as the other tasks that are required for the
drives’ attention. Since the number of individuals
who utilize cellular phones has risen considerably
in recent years, a major social concern is the
relationship between talking on the phone while
driving and traffic crashes [4], since 44% of all
automobile deaths is due to inadvertent incidents [5].
A National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
(NHTSA) [6] survey showed that 85% of mobile
phone users utilize their cellphones at least several
times when driving. Therefore, almost 500,000 of
vehicles drivers talk on their cellular phone [7].
Driving is a sophisticated task that requires
simultaneous implementation of various sensory,
psychic, cognitive, and physical skills. Despite such
complexities, it is common that drivers interact in
different unrelated activities when driving. These
activities include talking to passengers, reading,
eating, listening to music, and even making up.
With the rise of wireless communication (such as
cellphones), complicated entertainment systems
and with the advent of modern technologies such
as in-car internet, engagement with these devices
while driving is increasing dramatically [8-10].
Each activity that disturbs the attention of these
drivers can degrade their driving function and has
serious repercussions for road safety. Because while
driving, drivers should continuously assign their
basic cognitive process (attention) to both driving
and non-driving tasks. Since several dimensions of
the driving task are closely associated with driving
experience, drivers are often able to divide their
attention between simultaneously tasks without any
serious repercussion for safety or driving function.
Also, drivers are able of adapting their driving to
cope with demands of the driving surrounding or to
offset the decline in attention to driving task (such
as slowing down, refraining from engaging in risky
maneuvers like precession) [11, 12]. Nevertheless,
drivers can be distracted by activities in which they
cannot assign adequate attention to the driving duty,
so their driving function is endangered. In this sense,
driver distraction results whenever drivers’ cognitive
processes (like attention-sharing) and adaptive
methods fail and drivers are unable to sufficiently
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divide their attention between the main and
secondary duties and maintain their driving function
at an acceptable level. Distraction can happen either
because of the sophisticated secondary tasks or due
to the demands of driving task which are so high that
they do not allow the function of a secondary task at
any level [13-18]. Many studies [19-21] have shown
that conversing with cellular phone while driving
can considerably distract the driver’s attention, and
result in increased rates of crash; in other words,
nearly one quarter of collisions are caused by drivers'
distraction [22-24]. Redelmeier & Tibshirani, (1997)
performed a designed study on cellular phones and
those who utilized a cell phone at driving and were
engaged in crashes and inferred that the crash risk
was between 3- 6.5 times more than the conditions
in which they did not use cellphones.
The main characteristic of the Theory of Planned
Behavior (TPB) is the basic idea of direct decisive
items (perceived control behavior, subjective norm,
and attitude) of tendencies. It is really thought that
attitudes are affected by beliefs about the detriments
and benefits of conducting a determined behavior
(behavioral beliefs). the subjective norm is specified
by the perceived expectancies of particular groups
and people PBC (perceived control behavior) and
(normative beliefs) is believed to be an efficiency of
beliefs regarding the probability that certain agents
lead to prevention (like barriers) or simplification
(such as motivators) of behavioral function (control
beliefs). The main good thing about pursuing a
TPB framework is the ability to evaluate the beliefs
patronaging the options of PBC, subjective norms,
and attitudes elements of the TPB, also to detect the
particular beliefs that make a distinction between
people with feeble and strong inclinations to carry
out a behavior and between people who do and do
not do the desired behavior [25, 26].
Cellular phone technology has enabled businessman
drivers to utilize their automobile as a cellphone
workplace [19]. While businessman drivers may
acknowledge the benefit for being in contact [27],
once they utilize their cellphone, the probability
of a crash is enhanced. So, cellphone utilization
when driving a car causes a hazard for safe driving
practices at work fields [28]. Since prior empirical
studies indicated that commercial-vehicle drivers are
more tend to utilize a cellphone when driving than
personal- vehicle drivers [29], further studies were
performed to determine whether those people who
driving frequently for work or personal objectives
have various motives to utilize a cellphone. In
addition, dissimilarities in control, behavioral,
and normative beliefs of drivers with strong and
feeble tendencies to utilize a cellphone at driving
were evaluated for every driving group (frequently
business objectives drivers and frequently personal
objectives drivers). Another determining factor
which affects mobile-related risks in traffic is age.
Lately, car phone utility has increased greatly among
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old as well as new aging driver [30, 31].
Young individual consider that their cellular phone
is a necessary instrument in the maintenance of
sociable networks which there is social pressure to
keep in contact at all times [32]. Young motorists
have stronger inclination to utilize a cell phone than
older motorists to interact in driving activities while
driving. Younger people has to [33, 34].
The current study was conducted to understand
how drivers’ beliefs (attitude, subjective norm, and
perceived behavioral control) varied according to age
and their objectives while driving. Order to be able to
evaluate drivers’ strong and feeble intention to utilize
cellphone while driving, the following hypotheses
were provided according to the possible results:
(a) The normative, behavioral, and control beliefs of
people with feeble and strong inclinations to utilize
a cellphone when driving car will be checked. It
was predicted that these beliefs will vary between
individuals who show feeble and strong tendencies
to utilize a cellphone when driving a car.
(b) Regarding the variation in behavioral, control,
and normative beliefs of people with different
inclinations to utilize a cellphone when driving, they
were grouped and evaluated according to people
age (18-27 years or 28 years old and older) and their
driving objectives (personal or business objectives).
Materials and Methods
Participants
The participants who were studied in the North of
Iran, Gorgan, were classified both as main urban and
rural areas. All participants had a driving license.
In general, just 400 questionnaires were filled out
(N=400; 23% females, 77% males) by drivers
aged 18 to 65 years old (M=35.63 years, SD=8.7).
The explanatory data regarding the participants’
characteristics are shown in Table 1.
Questionnaire
Normative Beliefs, Behavioral Beliefs, and Control
Beliefs
In the first section (behavioral beliefs), the
participants were requested to rank how probably
it might be that three benefits (such as getting
assistance in an urgent, utilizing time effectively
and getting information) would happen in case they
utilized their cellphone when driving. To evaluate
the subjective norm beliefs, the individuals pointed
how probably it was that four people (such as friends)
would consent of their utilizing a cellphone when
driving. Control beliefs were also evaluated by the
respondents ranking how probably four parameters
(such as police presence) would impede them from
utilizing their cellphone when driving. In every
belief subset, options were aggregated and averaged
to construct 3 combinations: control beliefs (α=0.72),
normative beliefs (α=0.78), and behavioral beliefs
(α=0.82) for multivariate analyses of variance.
www.beat-journal.com

Table 1. Participant demographics characteristics
Variable
Frequency
Age
18-24
14
23-27
47
28-32
104
33-37
96
Older than 38 years’ old
139
Gender
Female
92
Male
308
Education
Diploma and under diploma
186
University degree
214
Marriage
Single
66
Married
334
Living Area
Rural
69
Urban
331
Occupation
Employed (full-time & part279
time)
Not currently employed/Retired 121

Percent
3.5
11.8
26
24
34.8
23
77
46.6
53.5
16.5
83.5
17.3
82.8
69.9
30.1

For measuring the behavioral beliefs, the items’
measuring detriments were reflected for compliance
with options measuring the features of utilizing a
cellphone when driving a car. Data were analyzed
by applying IBM SPSS. Multivariate analyses of
variance (MANOVA) were also performed to assess
the differences between the drivers’ beliefs in
accordance with cellphone utilization when driving.
Results
By applying multivariate analysis of variance
(MANOVA), the variations within the beliefs of
individuals who had different inclinations to utilize
a cellphone when driving were evaluated. Analyses
were performed to detect differences within the
beliefs in accordance with age groups and driving
objective for people with feeble and strong intentions
to utilize a cellphone once driving (Table 2).
Table 2. Manova Wilks’ Lambda of beliefs of participants
with strong and weak intentions to use a mobile phone while
driving
Intention to mobile phone use
Wilks’ Lambda
Younger drivers
0.38a
Older drivers
0.33a
Business purpose
0.37a
Personal purpose
0.27a
a
p<0.05

Three one-way multivariate analyses of variance
(MANOVAs) were conducted to check strong
and feeble inclinations to cellphone use as the
independent variable. On the other hand, normative
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beliefs, behavioral beliefs, and control beliefs were
the dependent variables. Overall, Wilk’s Lambdas
were significant for all four analyses indicating that
there were significant differences at least in one belief
(behavioral, control and normative beliefs) between
the drivers with strong and feeble intentions to utilize
a cellphone once driving (Table 2). Furthermore,
ANOVA tables were reported for more detail.
Table 3 show the ANOVA results for the total
samples of drivers with strong and feeble inclinations
to utilize a cellular phone separately for each group
while driving a car. As indicated in Tables 3, the
univariates impact assessment suggested that
drivers with feeble and strong tendencies to utilize
a cellphone when driving a car varied in particular
control, normative, and behavioral beliefs. In
particular, for behavioral beliefs, the mean values
of younger drivers with strong inclinations (3.74) are
more than the mean value of younger drivers with
weak inclinations (3.06), so younger drivers with

strong inclinations were more probably to conceive
that getting assistance in an urgent and utilizing time
effectively were more brilliant benefits of utilizing a
cellphone when driving a car than people with feeble
inclinations to utilize a cellphone when driving.
The univariates’ impact assessment showed
that within every objective, individuals driving
frequently for work objectives had strong and feeble
inclinations to utilize a cellphone when driving a car.
On the other hand, individuals driving frequently for
personal targets had strong and feeble inclinations to
utilize a cellphone once driving a car, yet they varied
in particular behavioral, control, and normative
beliefs (Table 4).
At first, people who drove for work objectives and had
strong inclinations to utilize a cellphone when driving
were more probably to contemplate getting assistance
in an urgent. They received information and used time
effectively as benefits of cellphone utilization when
driving (Table 4). In behavioral beliefs, the mean

Table 3. Mean differences in beliefs of participants with strong and weak intentions to use a mobile phone while driving according
to age
Behavioural belief
Younger
Younger
Older
Older
Weak Intention Strong Intention Weak Intention Strong Intention
Using time effectively
3.06
3.74a
3.64
3.75
Receiving information (e.g., directions, important 3.40
3.49
3.27
3.44a
news)
Receiving assistance in an emergency
4.11
4.40a
4. 14
4.41a
Normative belief
Friends
1. 91
2.62a
2.37
2.48
Family members
3.47
3.92a
3.47
3.51a
Work colleagues
2.07
2.65
2.42
2.67a
Other
1.53
1.46
1.83
1.58
Control belief
Lack of control
3.49
3.38
3.46
3.64
Police presence
3.75
3.87a
4.12
4.23a
Lack of control over my behavior
3.57
3.67a
3.46
3.82a
a
Perform several tasks simultaneously
3.54
3.62
3.02
3.43a
a
p<0.001
Table 4. Mean differences in beliefs of participants with strong and weak intentions to use a mobile phone while driving according
to driving purpose (Business purpose)
Behavioral Belief
Business
Business
Personal
Personal
Weak Intention Strong Intention Weak Intention Strong Intention
Using time effectively
3.66
3.61a
4.00
4.09a
a
Receiving information (e.g., directions, important 3.41
3.55
3.75
4.06a
news)
Receiving assistance in an emergency
4.49
3.95a
4.25
3.95a
Normative belief
Friends
2.26
3.43
1.75
2.06a
a
Family members
3.59
4.50
4.00
4.16a
a
Work colleagues
2.40
3.74
3.00
2.29
Other
1.65
1.58
1.25
1.72
Control belief
Lack of control
3.47
3.54a
3.5
3.76a
Police presence
4.16
3.11
4.00
4.23a
a
Lack of control over my behavior
3.72
3.82
2.75
3.68a
a
Perform several tasks simultaneously.
3.07
3.64
3.75
3.19
a
p<0.001
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values of motorists driving for frequently business
objectives with strong inclinations in using time
effectively (3.66) are more than the mean value of
motorists driving for frequently business objectives
with weak inclinations (3.61).
Discussion
The use of a cell phone while driving has been
recognized as a form of distracted driving across
the world. In Iran, as in many other countries,
phoning while driving is legally restricted because
of its negative impact on driving performance which
increases accident risk. This study examined the
drivers’ strong and weak inclination to use cell phone
along with age and driving purpose.
Drivers with strong and feeble intentions in both
age groups did considerably vary on whether
utilizing a cellphone when driving which would lead
to getting assistance in an urgent, or utilizing time
effectively and getting information. In fact, they were
compatible with other comparisons in this study.
Therefore, like other driving groups, the benefits
caused by utilizing a cellphone once driving led
individuals to utilize their cellphone when driving.
younger participants, who aged 28 years and more,
with strong inclinations to cellphone utilization when
driving were more probably to believe that family
members and friends, i.e., the normative factors,
would consent more of their utilizing a cellphone
when driving than those with feeble intentions to
perform such behavior [35]. For control belief, the
drivers with strong inclination to utilize a cellphone
when driving a car was less probably to understand
that police presence, lack of control over behavior,
and performing several tasks simultaneously would
probably stop them from interacting in this behavior
more than those with feeble inclinations to utilize
a cellphone when driving. Older participants were
the same in control beliefs except in normative and
behavioral beliefs. In behavioral belief, older drivers
with strong inclinations showed more tendency
to realize that getting assistance in an urgent and
getting information were more important benefits of
utilizing a cellphone when driving than individuals
with feeble inclinations to utilize a cellphone when
driving. In normative belief, they were more probable
to perceive that family members and work colleagues
would consent their utilizing a cellphone when
driving than older drivers with feeble intentions [35].
The behavioral beliefs that make distinction between
people driving for frequently work objectives with
strong and feeble inclinations to utilize their cellphone
when driving a car followed a similar pattern like that
of the older drivers’ groups. Eventually, participants
driving frequently for personal targets with strong
inclinations to utilize a cellphone once driving were
less probably to understand performing several
tasks simultaneously as a factor deterring cellphone
utilization when driving compared with drivers who
www.beat-journal.com

drove frequently for personal targets and had feebler
inclinations to show such behavior. Particularly,
frequently business objective drivers with strong
tendency were more probable to express that
utilizing a cellphone when driving would frequently
lead them to use time properly, get information,
and get assistance in an urgent in comparison to
drivers with feeble tendency. Individuals driving
for frequently business objectives with strong
inclinations were less probably to comprehend that
police presence as a key factor deterred them more
often from utilizing a cellphone when driving than
people driving frequently for business objectives
with feeble intentions to utilize a cellphone once
driving. Individuals driving frequently for personal
targets with strong inclinations to utilize a cellphone
were more probably to believe subjective norm
confirmation for utilizing a cellular phone when
driving a car of all specified factors, excluding the
‘other’, than people driving frequently for personal
targets with feeble inclinations to utilize a cellphone
when driving. Frequently personal -purpose drivers
with strong tendency were more probable to
understand the fact that benefits would lead to their
utilizing a cellphone when driving more frequently
than the drivers’ feeble tendency to frequently
personal purposes.
Like majority of other groups, both frequently
business and frequently personal objective drivers
who had strong intentions to utilize a cellphone when
driving understood more strongly than the drivers
with feeble tendency. In fact, most of them would
consent of their interacting in this behavior. Normative
belief was the only belief that did not vary between
people with strong and feeble tendency for both type
of driving groups focusing the point whether “other”
would consent of their utilizing a cellphone when
driving. Strong and feeble tendencies in both drivingobjective groups stated low levels of confirm from
“other” to cellphone utilization once driving.
In control beliefs, like most other comparisons,
lack of control did not discriminate drivers with
strong and feeble tendency in both age groups.
Therefore, performing several tasks simultaneously
did hinder some young drivers from utilizing a
cellphone when driving. However, people with
strong tendency showed that they would continue
to utilize a cellphone while driving. Thus, this
behavior could also be tough to prevail. The results of
differences of two beliefs in the frequently business
and frequently personal targets driving groups for
drivers with different tendency to utilize a cellphone
when driving suggested that almost all suppressive
factors would equally affect cellphone utilization
among individuals who drive for frequently business
or frequently personal objectives.
Like other research adopting a belief-based
approach to believe on the whole cellphone utilization
[27, 36, 37]. (1985, important variations were found
between the behavioral, control, and normative
289
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beliefs of cellphone utilization once driving a car.
One probability clarification for this result could be
that the perceived advantages of utilizing a cellphone
when driving a car are thought to have greater risks
resulting from this behavior [38]there is relatively
little research into risk perceptions either in relation
to other in-car distractions or with respect to the
factors underlying such perceptions. The current
article reports on two studies addressing these issues.
Study 1 (N=199. Some patronage for this claim has
been found in past studies [39, 40]especially among
young drivers with high rates of mobile phone
adoption. We examined reasons younger drivers
choose or do not choose to talk on a phone while

driving among a sample of young drivers (n=276
indicating that, even if drivers are informed of the
inevitable risks of utilizing a cellphone while driving
a car, they still show the behavior in case of any
phone call.
In conclusion, the results of the current study
indicate that the benefits of utilizing cellphone
while driving are greater than its dangers. To reduce
cellphone utilization when driving and increase road
safety, more effort is required to lower the perceived
advantages of the behavior and to outstand the risks
of this hazardous driving act.
Conflicts of Interest: None declared.
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